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TEACHERS OF ENGLISH AS A SECOND LAN GU AGE IN NOVA SCOTIA

Real-Life Errors as a Learning Tool
By Tiffany MacDonald
Perhaps you have observed this with your
students: when they see mistakes that native speakers make when using the English
language, they are shocked. It’s as if they
see native speakers of English as infallible
users of the language. After the shock settles in, they seem to migrate to fascination.
They are intrigued to learn about the common mistakes that native speakers make,
and they can often relate what they learn
about these mistakes to their own experiences with friends, homestay families, or
others in their lives outside of school. This
keenness to learn is a tool that teachers can
use to their advantage, and this article will
give you ideas for how to use these mistakes to generate activities in the classroom.

Here are ideas for activities:
(1) Guided discovery warmer: If your students have already learned the basics of
your chosen language point, get them to
work in small groups and analyze real-life
examples (text, photo, or audio) to pinpoint
the error and discuss why it is incorrect.
They should then present their findings to
the class and discuss how they feel about
the errors. Were they surprised? Was it an
easy or difficult process?

(2) Discussion of register, context, and significance: Get your students to look at or
listen to examples of errors and analyze the
context with a partner, aided by discussion
prompts. For example, if you have pictures
of apostrophe errors on menus, get your
students to talk about whether the context
First of all, think of a grammar point that
is formal or informal. Is the error more forboth native speakers and your EAL students
givable because of the context? Where
struggle with. A few ideas would be subject
would it be worse to see such an error? How
-verb agreement (ah, compound subjects
do you think these kinds of errors make the
and there is/are constructions), punctuation
business look? Does this kind of mistake
(flagrant comma and apostrophe abuse is
matter?
rampant), homophones (your and you’re,
for sure), and pronouns (to use I or me; that (3) Main activity: After doing the activities
is the question).
above, the students can look at their own
work or their peers’ work to find similar
Next, choose some sample errors in imagerrors. This kind of editing—looking for a
es, texts, and audio files to show your stuparticular language point in isolation—is an
dents. You won’t have to look far to find
excellent way to develop the students’ ediexamples. In fact, you can make a habit of
torial eye.
snapping photos of real-life gaffes to use in
the classroom.
Continued on page 5
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What is a good book?
By

Fe Leonor Baculi

Aut prodese volunt delectare poetae – The poets most good books do both– they entertain
want either to instruct or to delight.
while they instruct, and they instruct while
they entertain.
-Horace, ARS POETICA
Books entertain in all sorts of ways. Some (My
All we have to do is expand the term poet
Family and Other Animals) are almost pure fun.
enough to mean creative writer and Horace’s
Others (Sherlock Holmes, Agatha Christie)
pronouncement is as valid today as it was
entertain by being full of suspense. Yet others
2,000 years ago.
(Gulliver’s Travels) entertain mainly by being
The novel and the short story, our two main
genres of creative prose writing–our fiction–
had not yet been invented. If they had existed,
Horace would have included them in his statement. The fiction of Horace’s day was all poetry–dramatic poetry (the Greek Tragedians,
ironic. Most good books entertain / delight
Latin Plautus, Terence, Seneca); epic poetry
through the language they are written in.
(Virgil, Lucretius); and lyric poetry (Horace and Many good books make use of all these techCatullus). Prose was the medium of nonniques.
fiction, and non-fiction dealt mainly with these
A good book is a story well told. The story may
ideas of knowledge–s cience, history, and phibe real adventure story, it may be imagined
losophy.
but possible, or it may be pure fiction like most
I am convinced, moreover, that Horace’s dicscience fiction.
tum is to be interpreted as an and/or proposiSome of the greatest books entertain through
tion rather as a strict either/or proposition, for
the human appeal of the heroes. We identify

“A good book is a
story well told.”

with them, we vicariously experience their
ecstasy and their agony. Some of them involve
us so deeply that we come away from them
changed beings. Wuthering Heights is such a
book for me. I have read it several times and
am likely to read it once or twice more before I
reach the end of this incarnation. Several
Shakespeare plays are such booksfor me. A
good many poems are miniature books for me
in this very sense. “The Road Not Taken”,
“There is a Slant of Light”, “Assaults of Angels” (Michael Roberts), “Remember Me When
I’m Gone Away”, “A Valediction: Forbidding
Mourning”, “Cordoba” (Frederico Garcia Lorca)
– there are a few of them.
Biographies are a genre of writing in which the
main intent is to instruct, but good biographies
entertain too. I am thinking of The Agony and
Ecstasy, a book I could not put down; while it
taught me much about the life and the work of
Michaelangelo, it also entertained me greatly.
Continued on page 6
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TESL NS Fall
Conference
Oct 24-25
Dalhousie
University
This year’s conference will
include a Friday night keynote and wine and cheese,
and a full day on Saturday,
including a keynote, workshops and presentations,
hot lunch, a book fair and
the TESL NS Annual General
Meeting.

Friday 7:00-9:00
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Friday October 24
Keynote

Saturday, October 25
Keynote

Dr. Li-Shih Huang

Dr. Scott Roy Douglas

Associate Professor of Applied
Linguistics and Learning and
Teaching Scholar-inResidence at the University of
Victoria

Assistant professor in the Faculty of Education at the University of British Columbia
(Okanagan)

Keynote: Let’s Break the Cycle of Nontransformative Reflection: Field-tested
Tips on Implementing Critical Learner
Reflection

Keynote: The Puzzle of Additional Language Acquisition: Exploring Learner Insights into Additional Language Teaching
and Learning

Dalhousie University Club
Saturday 9:00-3:30
Dalhousie Mona Campbell
Building and University Club

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

Have you
registered yet?

Submission are still being accepted for the TESL NS Fall
Conference on October 24-25, 2014. Submission deadline is the first week of October.

Visit teslns.com for
more details .

For more details check out teslns.com.
OR SEND AN EMAIL TO
conference@teslns.com
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Immigration Challenges at NS
Schools
By Tony Rusinak

your students immigration advice or
representing a student in immigration
matters is not allowed, there are some
basic guidelines and tips we can pass
on to lead them in the right direction.
1. Beware the changing rules. CIC
(Citizenship and Immigration Canada)
Midnight visa runs due to a forgotten deadline,
is often changing the rules. So what may have
cancelled work permit renewals, alien residence
been law last year may not be anymore. This is
cards with your name spelled wrong… For
especially true with application requirements
many of us ELTs who have taught overseas, we
and deadlines.
have more of these stories in our bag of anecdotes than would fill a passport. Now that we’re 2. Apply Early. Applicants to CIC wait from
back teaching in Canada with our shoes on the weeks to even decades. Some programs are on
right feet, the tables have turned. Our students a first-come, first-serve basis. Then there are
are the ones showing up with the immigration quotas, incomplete applications being returned, and the wiseguy in the corner—the
issues.
business day.
There’s a multitude of immigration problems
that can come up for our students here in Nova 3. Don’t be duped. If it is decided that your
Scotia. Their visiting home may be an issue, as student will get paid advice, be sure it is from a
many visas are only single entry. If they want to licensed individual. A licensed lawyer or memtravel to the US, they’ll probably also require a ber or the ICCRC, which your institution may
have on board, can do this. There are plenty of
US Visitor Visa and have to apply in person at
fraudsters out there waiting to sell magic beans
the US Consulate in Halifax. Many other students are also here on the Working Holiday Pro- for a high price, especially overseas.
gram, part of the International Experience Cana4. Contact the source- CIC. Visit
da program. These students often want to find
www.cic.gc.ca, or call them at 1-888-242-2100.
an immigration solution to extending their stay.
Although it may seem complicated or require a
long hold by phone, this is the official governOther common issues arise with overstayed
ment site for Canadian immigration. It has only
visas, applying for relevant work permits, apthe most up-to-date and legally sound inforplying for relevant permanent residency clasmation.
ses, sponsoring family members, and dealing
with the bureaucracy of giving birth to a child
here, citizenship residency obligations, etc.
Then there is the confusion over what exactly
to apply for, the application requirements, and
whether to apply from home or in Canada.
So what role do you, the teacher, play when a
student comes to you for advice on issues like
these? Since Bill-35 came into force in 2011, it
became illegal for any paid person other than
lawyers or those registered in immigration
through the Immigration Consultatnts of Canada Regulatory council (ICCRC) to practice. So, if
you are a paid teacher and lack a license in immigration or law, this includes you. While giving

5. The onus is on the student. It is the student
who is responsible to check deadlines, know the
rules, know the guidelines, and know the proper paperwork to be provided. It may work as a
missing homework excuse, but CIC has little
mercy for those who don’t give them exactly
what they require.
6. Check out the guides. The provincial and
municipal governments, as well as many of our
schools and centres, have produced orientation
and FAQ guides relating to immigration. Make
them available to your students. They often
contain very useful contact information with
some even being translated into other lan-

guages. Check the Provincial site for starters at
http://novascotiaimmigration.com.
Although it may seem difficult for your students
to figure it all out, a few pointers may be all
they need to make their Canadian life a success
and not another bag of midnight run anecdotes.
Tony has his DELTA I&II and a certificate in Immigration Consultancy with Honours from Humber College. He is currently teacher training second language learners, and teaching EAP at East
Coast School of Languages.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Realize Conference
This year, the REALIZE! National Online
Forum for Language Professionals will take
place on Friday and Saturday, January 23 and
24, 2015. The call for submission is now
open. Deadline is Oct. 6. Visit the conference
website for more information.

Using Comics and Superheroes to Teach Grammar
A free webibar presented by Brian Boyd.
Wednesday, 5 November 2014 from 15:00
to 16:00 (GMT). Register via MacMillan
Education.
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Continued from page 1.
Once they know what their common errors are,
they will be better able to locate these errors.
They will also have more buy-in and more skill
to accomplish this task.
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looking at real-life examples, students can
them to enjoy and understand the editorial
make similar signs and put them up in the class- process.
room, then walk around and discuss why their
The more joy, humour, and awareness you can
examples are wrong and what makes them
introduce into the correction process, the better
off your students will be. If they can see that the
English language is troublesome for native
speakers, and they can see that the process of
finding errors can be enjoyable and amusing,
they will be more invested in the process and in
becoming better communicators.

“The more joy, humour, and awareness
you can introduce into the correction
process, the better
off your students will
be.”

(4) Main activity for higher level students: Get
the students to produce similar errors on purpose. Yes, on purpose! This is a great way to
check their understanding. This works best
when you choose errors that result in entertaining consequences. One example would be the
erroneous use of quotation marks by native
English speakers and non-native speakers alike,
which works well with a unit on direct and indirect speech. In English speaking countries,
many people often use quotation marks for
funny. This serves the purpose of helping the
emphasis, but the resultant highlighting of the
students develop a better understanding of
word seems ironic. You’ve seen the signs:
how to use quotation marks, and it also helps
“Free” gift with purchase. “Fresh” eggs. After

Tiffany MacDonald has been working in the
ELT industry for ten years. She has taught
both abroad and across Canada. She began
working at East Coast School of Languages
as a teacher in 2008, and she is now the
Manager of Academic Services.

“When Am I Ever
Going to Use This?”
By Barbara Kanellakos
Many times in the classroom, I have had to play
the role of advocate for the educational material that I’ve covered in class. I have also had to
ask myself many times, “why am I teaching
this?” The question of relevancy is important to
both teacher and student. I like it when students ask me “why?” in the classroom because
it forces me to think of an answer. Sometimes,
there is no obvious answer and I’m stuck as “the
teacher” to muddle through an unenlightening
topic, such as “How to Tell Jokes”, or something
along those lines.
According to Rahman, Babani and Basit (2010),
“attitude and motivated behavior is most important for language learning.” Motivation and
attitude go hand in hand in language learning,
and also, I would argue, in teaching. With no
motivation, there is no drive to succeed; with
no relevancy, there is no point. Rahman et al.’s
(2010) study on motivating and de-motivating
factors among learners showed that the majority of students were motivated to learn English;
however, the main demotivating factors were
“complicated English grammar rules, difficulty in
understanding listened English, spelling and
reading mistakes, difficult textbook, large

memory load, [etc.]” (p. 210). While none of
Rahman et al.’s findings here are surprising,
these demotivating factors make it rather
difficult for any teacher to teach any topic! How honestly. If I cannot find the meaning in my own
does a teacher make material relevant enough lesson, then there is no hope that my students
will find it. Thus, asking myself, “why am I
to motivate his/her students to want to learn?
teaching this?” has kept me on my toes and has,
I hope, created a learning environment where it
is clear “why”, even if it involves the perfect
Relevancy vs. Importance
verb form… again.
Sometimes relevancy is confused with imReference
portance, by which I mean sometimes students
simply do not want to learn the proper way to
Rahman, F. U., Jumani, N. B., & Basit, A. (2010). Motiuse the perfect verb form and have, therefore,
vating and de-motivating factors among learndeemed this topic irrelevant. Likewise, someers. International Journal of Academic research, 2 (1),
times a teacher is faced with teaching a topic
206-212.
that he or she deems irrelevant because the
teacher is simply not interested in a chapter on
the anatomy of the human body.

Now What?
While the mother in me sometimes wants to
answer “just because I say so” in response to
“why am I learning this?”, the teacher in me
wants to answer this question objectively and

Barbara Kanellakos is an EAP Instructor at Dalhousie University and has taught ESL for several
years, both in Japan and in Nova Scotia. She
enjoys travelling and teaching, and is always
looking for new ways to learn.
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Paraphrase as an Expression of Meaning
By Kris Mitchell

Writing at the EAP level is fraught with hurdles
which must be negotiated in order for a writer
to complete a finished product. Writers all have
their own strengths and weaknesses of course,
and an EAP student is no different. Although
over the years, there has been one particular
hurdle which I have had many students ask
about, complain about, and struggle with,
which is paraphrase. I believe students struggle
with paraphrase because it involves true understanding of meaning in language. If students are
unable to paraphrase without change or loss of
meaning then they may not truly understand
what is being said in the source; how can a student rephrase ideas if they do not understand
the source?

Consider the following passage from a book my
wife (a second language learner) and I have
been reading, “Longhouse villages were built
along the shores of rivers and streams so people
would have a fresh supply of water for drinking
and bathing.” (Kalman, 2000, p. 2). After reading this, I asked my wife what she thought it
meant and to explain it to me verbally. At first,
she simply reread the sentence back to me as an
explanation of meaning. This cannot show that
she truly understands what is being read, only
that she can read the words on the page. In the
end, we are left with very few options to show
that she truly understands what she has just
read and for me to know that she has got it.
One of these is to paraphrase the sentence.

Continued from page 2

Below are my wife's two attempts at paraphras- classroom, paraphrase should (or perhaps must)
ing the above sentence in order to demonstrate have a meaning-first approach where students
her understanding.
learn that trying to paraphrase something is not
just about avoiding plagiarism. Students can
benefit greatly if they see paraphrase as an inteParaphrase 1: “The town of Longhouses built gral language skill which, at its core, allows
along the river and so people used to water them to effectively communicate their understanding and express their ideas within their
easier for drinking and bathing.”
second language.
Paraphrase 2: “Longhouse's village people lived
by the rivers and streams so they could drinking References:
fresh water and they could have bath with fresh
water.”
Kalman, B. (2000). Life in a longhouse village.
New York: Crabtree Publishing Company.
Does she understand the meaning of the initial
sentence? If so, how did she show this to us? I
would argue the answers to these questions are
“yes” and “paraphrase” respectively. She has
successfully, although more so in some areas
than others, relayed the message through paraphrase that she understands most, if not all, of
what she has just read. I believe that paraphrase
is not just an academic skill or a writing skill but
an integral and essential communication skill,
serving a vital role in all aspects of language.

Kim-Mitchell, M.J. (Sept. 5, 2014) Personal communication.

Kris Mitchell has been working in ESL instruction
for over 8 years, spending half of these in Korea
followed by 4 years at Acadia University. Kris
received his Masters Degree from The University of New England, Australia in 2013 and
is currently working at Dalhousie University as an
EAP instructor.

Paraphrase should be a large part of any second
language learner's journey and, in the EAP setting, should be approached as a foundation skill
across all aspects of learning. In the writing

becomes a good book for a particular reader if
it negotiates meaning for him. To do that, it
One man’s owl is another man’s nightingale;
must be written in a language that is intelligible
what is a good book for one person may not be
to the reader. It must come vested in content
a good book at all for another. The grade nine
that is within the reader’s grasp. It must deal
student who can’t put Jack Landon’s White Fang
with experience the reader is capable of underdown, may put Pride and Prejudice down, never
standing and reliving. It must appeal somehow
to pick it up again, after reading only one or two
to his sense of self. For some readers, a good
pages of it.
book may be a comic book.
A good book is not a good book in isolation. It

Fe Leonor Baculi is a multilingual educator,
teacher-trainer and part-time administrator. She
enjoys traveling, teaching and attending conferences in different parts of the world. She has been
an ESL/EAP/ESP Instructor at the TESL Center
SMU since 2000 and has been on the TESL NS
board since 1999. She is currently TESL NS president and always looking forward to working with
different volunteers and serving the ESL community.
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Focus on Training:
St. Francis Xavier University

MEMBER FEEDBACK

By Mary Lou Harnish
One piece of member feedback that was received was a request to include profiles of
training opportunities that could be of interest to TESL professionals. This is the second
in a continuing series of program profiles.

Diploma in Adult Education
This program has been offered for over 30
years at X. It consists of five three-day workshops and a practicum. A formal, graded assignment is required for the five modules, and
a final report is required for the practicum.
The courses are offered in Halifax, and are
either Monday to Wednesday, or Thursday to
Saturday. Module 1 generally starts in October, and the modules continue monthly until
March, allowing the program to be completed
in about six months.

research project proposal, and a learning contract with learning intents.
Professional Portfolio and Literature Review
– This includes the development and submission of a professional portfolio consisting of
learning experiences, accomplishments, and
demonstrated professional competencies,
supported by documentation.
Practical Research Study - The emphasis in
this phase is on skill development using a practical research study as a vehicle to help students achieve their learning objectives.

Learning Program Evaluation - At the conclusion of this phase, students submit a report on
their personal learning—how and what they
Modules focus on such topics as Needs Assessment, Learning Objectives, Evaluation, Learn- learned. In essence, the report is a reflection
on their own learning experience with specific
ing Design, Facilitated Learning. For more
reference to their learning contract.
information, check out the program website.

Master’s in Adult Education
This is a self-directed program through distance education, with one three-week residential component at the beginning of the program, which is usually offered in July. Students have five years to complete the program.
Required courses:
Foundations Institute - This is an intensive
three-week residential Foundations Institute
during which students become familiar with
the requirements for this self-directed Master's program. Students are introduced to the
adult education literature and begin reading
and researching in their chosen area and aspect of interest. Students also design an individualized self-directed learning plan for their
Master's degree.
Learning Plan and Annotated Bibliography –
This course focuses on the development and
submission of a learning plan including: a
learning narrative, a learning goal statement, a

Thesis Option
OR
Non-Thesis Option (Two Years) - The Nonthesis route offers a choice that potentially is
more attractive to practitioners whose professional goals and research are focused on their
practice and future career prospects in the
field rather than on postgraduate education
(PhD) or future research-oriented work.
For further information, visit the program
website.

How Can I Get Access to
Recent Research?
We received many great ideas on the
evaluation forms the membership submitted at the Spring Conference. Over
the next few issues of the newsletter
we’ll try to address some of the inquiries and ideas suggested by the members.

Did you know that anyone can access
Halifax’s university libraries for free?
All you need is a library card for Halifax Public libraries. Take it, along with
two pieces of government ID, to your
local university library. The staff will
set you up with access to their holdings.
You can use inter-library loan services
and request books from other university libraries. Unfortunately they cannot set you up with remote access to
journal articles, though journal articles
can be accessed, downloaded and
saved on computers on-site at the
library.

There are also many open access academic journals that do not require
costly subscriptions to access. For a
list of open journals , click here, and
download away!
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Lesson Plan: Pronunciation
By Julie Webb

Introduction
This activity was designed to get students involved in the teaching and
learning process of pronunciation.

and end of the word. The goal is to
come up with as many words you can
think of . You will have two minutes to
compile your list individually using no
cell phones or dictionaries.

Outcomes:


Students can recognize that
there are different sounds in
different languages.



Students can identify and list
words with “th” in English.



Students can reflect on their own
Finally, use dictionaries or Google to
learning and distinguish their
complete your lists (1 minute).
pronunciation of “th”.
Preparation
Students can differentiate be-



tween the voiced “th” and unvoiced “th” phonemes.


Students can pronounce the “th”
sounds in English.

This practical activity can be adapted
to EAP classes at a variety of levels. To
differentiate between levels, modify
the expectations for the words appearing in the student-developed lists. For
example, word lists could be more academic or subject-specific depending on
the course and level.
Context (5 minutes)
Read a passage from a text that has
different examples of words with “th”
sounds.
Ex: “I thought I saw something shining
in the field. There, in the middle of the
thick grass, was a thimble that looked
like it was a thousand years old.”
Task (15 minutes)
Write on board: Make a list of words
that have “th” in the beginning, middle

Thimble

Something

Breath

Next, combine your words with a partner (3 minutes).

ð

θ

Smooth

Think

That

Thimble

Explain to students that this sound
doesn’t exist in every language and ask
them if it exists in their native languages. Some students may say no,
others may say yes and some may say
“something similar”. Ask a student to
model the sound from their language
for the class.

Ask students how they tend to pronounce “th” if it doesn’t exist in their
language. Answers will vary depending
on the native language. Next, model
Prepare 3 poster boards and post them the pronunciation of “th”. A good rearound the room.
source for English phonetics can be
found at the University of Iowa website
words that begin with the “th”
at Practice/Review (10 minutes)
1.
words that have “th” in the midAsk the students to read through the
dle
lists and find which words are voiced.
2.
words that have “th” at the end Underline all of the voiced sounds as a
class. Finally, go through each list havProcedure
ing the student repeat each word in
Once students have finished compiling their head or aloud. You could also
their lists, assign one or two groups to point out any silent “th” such as in astheach station.
ma.
Groups have 30 seconds to add words Compile the lists and make a master
to the list. One group may add only 3
list for students to practice throughout
words at a time. Next, all groups shift
the session.
to the right. Groups change stations
until all of the words have been compiled onto the posters. (10-15 minutes)
Julie Webb (MEd.) has a passion for
Once the lists have been compiled, ask learning and teaching languages. She is
the students to return to their seats.
currently teaching EAP at the Dalhousie
Input (20 minutes)
University College of Continuing Education. Her interests include intercultural
Explain that in English “th” can be
voiced or unvoiced. Write the phonetic communication, assessment and curricusymbols on the board along with two
lum development.
examples of each (see table)

